
Did you know…?

“The Orchard”
Nature treasures to be found

across the year in green
spaces around the orchard at

Christ Church Close

⁕DIY⁕WALKSHOP⁕
A creative nature treasure hunt through the seasons

by botanist Sarah Lambert & artist Kathryn Parsons

Lichens are made up of both fungi & algae. Fungi provide a safe
structure & the algae use sunlight to create sugars from the air.
Together they are able to live in some of the most inhospitable
places on earth! Their shapes & colours are very varied, especially
when viewed up close or through a magnifying glass.

The Ivy Bee was a new species in 1993 & first
recorded in the UK in 2001 in Kent,they have
travelled only through Southern England and Wales
so far!

Take a wander through your
neighbourhood & notice

some of the amazing nature
hiding in plain sight, some
treasures to look for are

pointed out here, then have
a go at some of our nature

doodle prompts



Let’s get creative! You
don’t have to be ‘arty’
to have some fun - try
our simple nature
activity prompts

⁕DIY⁕WALKSHOP⁕
A creative nature treasure hunt through the seasons

by botanist Sarah Lambert & artist Kathryn Parsons

Nature has so many patterns and tiny details
Take a close look and then have a go at some of the following ideas:

WALKshops
In autumn 2022, Art Pop-Up commissioned
botanist Sarah Lambert and artist Kathryn
Parsons to host guided nature walks
incorporating an art workshop: WALKshops.
Engaging with nature and creativity has huge
benefits for wellbeing.
These DIY guides to the walks are the project
legacy, introducing local communities to the
amazing nature on their doorsteps in 3 urban
locations in Stamford: Casterton Road,
Masterton Road and the Community Orchard
at Christ Church Close. The free guides are
available on our website.

About Art Pop-Up
We’re a multi-award winning, non-profit
community arts organisation based in
Stamford. As cultural engineers & community
builders, we create inspiring, thought-
provoking opportunities for our community to
get creative, from workshops to festivals and
community events.
To find out what programmes we’re running
currently, check our Facebook page
@ArtPopUpUk or website ArtPopUp.co.uk
Photos & map by S Lambert, doodles &
activities by K Parsons, design by S Roddan.
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